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DAHLIAS
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W. F. BROWN
DAHLIA FARM
UNCASVILLE,  ...  CONN.
Formerly of Norwich, Conn.
Greetings to Customers, Old and New

In presenting my 1926 Catalogue we wish to thank our Customers for their liberal patronage and the many kind letters of recommendation of Brown's Dahlias I have received the past season. I am looking forward with pleasure to your future orders.

This season offers you unexcelled values in Dahlias, of quality and distinction, which are 99% healthy and true to name. My stock is the finest I have ever grown. Not only have I tried out and added a number of novelties, but have one of the finest assortments of popular high-class standard varieties at a moderate price.

In looking through the following pages I wish to call special attention to Juelinor and Premier George Clemenceau. These Dahlias have attracted a great deal of attention the past season in my field.

Don't forget, Dear Friends, when you are gathering blooms this coming season, that opportunity is at your door, through which you can extend your own happiness and add to the joys of others. Give of your blooms generously, for flowers are such exquisite things, bearing such comforting messages to the souls of the tried and heavy hearted, that I believe it the sacred duty of every one who grows them to broadcast them into the barren spots around us and make happy every one we can.
I do not claim to be the world’s greatest Dahlia grower, for there are many good ones, but I do claim to be one of them.

Since I issued my 1925 Catalogue I have bought me a larger place where I can grow more Dahlias.

I want every Dahlia and flower lover to make me a visit in 1926 and see my Dahlias when they are in their beauty. I am on the west side of the Thames River, six miles north of New London and six miles south of Norwich.

Take trolley car and stop at my door.

New Address:  W. F. BROWN DAHLIA FARM.
Uncasville, Connecticut
Formerly of No. 46 Palmer Street, Norwich, Connecticut.
My Business Method

This List Cancels All Previous Ones

I do not recommend planting in this climate until the latter part of May, and to insure a longer succession of bloom, planting should be extended until the latter part of June.

I start shipping about April 1st, and all orders are filled in rotation, as received, but if customers will kindly state at what time after that date they would like them, I will try and ship as near to that date as possible.

Any complaint must be made at once, and unsatisfactory tubers returned. All retail orders are sent Parcel Post, postage paid, if the order is paid in full. Otherwise they will be sent C. O. D.

All orders taken at the shows will be sent C. O. D. unless other arrangements made at time of placement of orders.

As the demand for some varieties often exceeds the supply, it will be well to order early and so avoid disappointment. It will also be well to name a second choice or state if I may substitute for any that I am sold out of.

Remittance should be made by P. O. Money Order, Bank Draft, Express Order, or sums for less than $1.00, Stamps will be accepted.

Errors, while my system for handling orders is as near perfect as possible, yet in the rush of business, errors are possible to occur, and I wish to be promptly notified of such, and I will at once make same satisfactory.

Always keep a copy of your order for comparison.

Names and Address. Please remember to write Name and Address plainly. Give State, City or Town, Number of Street and Post Office Box Number.

Cultural direction will be sent with bulbs.
A VIEW OF ONE OF MY BIRDS
INSTRUCTIONS—INFORMATION.

I Guarantee—All bulbs that I send out to grow if properly planted, and to be true to name.

All Bulbs that are Not Satisfactory to be Returned—When received, I will replace. Any bulb that fails to grow to be returned and I will replace, free, all bulbs received before June 1st. After June 1st, will replace the following year.

To those who are unacquainted with the different classes and varieties of Dahlias, I would suggest that such leave the selection to me. Send me the amount of money you wish to invest and in return I will send you those that will surely delight. Also my liberal filling of the order will be more than satisfactory.

Order Early—As orders are filled in rotation, ordering early will ensure the reservation of varieties that later may be sold out.

Substitution—Orders are filled with varieties called for, and unless substitution is asked, I never substitute.

Remittances—Should be made by Bank Draft, P. O. Money Order or Registered Letter. Postage Stamps accepted up to $2.00. Coin should not be sent by letter unless registered.

Errors—While my system for handling orders is as near perfect as possible, yet in the rush of business errors are possible to occur, and I wish to be promptly notified of such and will at once make same satisfactory. Keep copy of your order for comparison.

Name and Address—Remember to write your Name, Postoffice, County and State, also give Street No. or P. O. Box as plainly as possible.

Cultural Directions—Will in all cases accompany bulbs and plants.
Classification of Dahlias

As Adopted by the American Dahlia Society

Cactus Dahlias

a. True, fluted type: Flowers fully double; floral rays (petals) long, narrow, incurved or twisted, with sharp, divided, or fluted points and with revolute (rolled back) margins, forming, in the outer florets, a more or less perfect tube for more than half the length of the ray.

b. Hybrid cactus or semi-cactus type: Flowers fully double; floral rays short as compared with previous type, broad, flat, recurved or twisted, not sharply pointed, except when tips are divided (staghorn), margins only slightly revolute, and tubes of outer florets, if any less than half the length of the ray.

Decorative Dahlias

Double flowers, full to center in early season, flat rather than ball-shaped, with broad, flat, somewhat loosely arranged floral rays with broad points or rounded tips, which are straight or de-curved (turned down or back), not incurved, and with margins revolute if rolled at all.

Ball-Shaped Double Dahlias

a. Showtype: Double flowers, globular or ball-shaped, rather than broad or flat, full to center, showing regular spiral arrangement of florets; floral rays more or less quilled or markedly involute margins and rounded tips.

(The class called Fancy Dahlias is not recognized separately in this classification, but is included in sub-section A.)
b. Hybrid show, giant show or colossal type: Flowers fully double, broadly hemispherical to flatly globular in form, loosely built so spiral arrangements of florets is not immediately evident; floral rays broad heavy, cupped or quilled, with rounded tips and involute margins.

c. Pompon type: Shape and color may be same as A or B; but must be under two inches in diameter.

Pæony-flowered or "Art" Dahlias

Semi-double flowers, with open center, the inner floral rays being usually curled or twisted, the other or outer petals being either flat or more or less irregular.

Duplex Dahlias

Semi-double flowers, with center almost exposed on opening of bud, with petals in more than one row, more than 12, long and flat, or broad and rounded, not noticeably twisted or curled. Many so-called Pæony-flowered Dahlias belong here.

Single Dahlias

Open centered Dahlias, small to very large, with 8 to 12 floral rays, more or less in one circle, margins often decurved (turned down or back). There are no distinctions as to colors. The type embraces the large Twentieth Century, as well as small English varieties.

Collarette Dahlias

Single type: Open centered blossoms with not more than nine floral rays with one or more smaller rays, usually of a different color, from heart of each ray floret, making a collar.
Novelties

JUELIANOR. Hybrid Cactus. I am pleased to offer this new Dahlia for 1926. I believe it is the finest red and white Dahlia ever introduced. A perfect Dahlia, on long stems, as stiff as a cane. The blooms are large, often 10 inches, without disbudding, of a deep blood-red, tipped pure white. The petals are long and curl in a very attractive way.
Price ................................................................. $7.50

COLONEL LEDYARD. Peoney. A very large Dahlia, of a soft pink, overlaid at base of petals, a canary yellow. The stems are long and strong, and the bloom is very attractive.
Price ................................................................. $1.00

PREMIER GEORGE CLEMENCEAU. Hybrid Cactus. This new Dahlia I introduced in 1923, and it has been tried out nearly all over the United States, from the eastern states to the western, and nothing but praise have I heard for one of the most wonderful of all Dahlias. A perfect Hybrid Cactus, of a clear deep yellow at the base of petals, with balance of petals snowy white. The petals are long and curl in a most attractive manner. The large blooms are held aloft on long stems, and a very free bloomer.
Special price of .................................................. $5.00
New Dahlias Introduced in Recent Years

COMFORT. American Cactus. The best buttercup yellow cactus grown, of a clear buttercup yellow, on fine long stems. Price $1.00

CAPTAIN KIDD. Orchid Peonev. A wonderful new Dahlia of the orchid peoney type. The blooms are very large of a rich shade of purple, with a pure white stripe on each side of petal. Very showy, and a beauty. Price $2.00

EDWIN BROWN. Peonev. A monster of a Dahlia, of a wonderful coloring of cerise on the outer petals. Reverse side lavender, shaded with white. The petals are long and wavy, and curl in a most wonderful way. Price $1.00
**ETHERYN.** American Cactus. One of those shades of pink that everybody admires, a rich bright pink. The blooms are often eight inches in diameter without disbudding. On long stiff stem. Price .................. $1.00

![Etheryn]

**ETHERYN**

**NUBIA.** A Pompon Cactus of a rich purple, tipped white. Price .................. $0.50

**THE G. A. R.** Hybrid Cactus. The color of this new Dahlia is a brilliant deep scarlet; the giant blooms are a very heavy make-up. The petals curl and twist in a most attractive way. The stems are as stiff as a cane. Price .................. $3.50

**VEILIE.** Decorative. A deep orange in color, with a reverse of petals, a lighter shade. The petals turn and twist so the reverse shows the lighter shade. The giant blooms are very full and stand right up and look you in the face. Price .................. $2.50
THE ROBERT OGDEN FLETCHER. Hybrid Decorative. This wonderful new Dahlia I introduced in 1920, as a living monument to our brave young hero who, with his regiment, the 56th Artillery, lost his life at Chartreus, France.

This new Hybrid Decorative Dahlia is most beautiful, evenly variegated; the color is yellow at center, shading to white at tip, striped and flecked with red. It blooms very freely, has very large blooms, often nine inches in diameter, on extra long stem, well above the foliage.
Another year has more fully demonstrated the merits of the greatest of all Decorative Dahlias (see cut). The illustration will give a beautiful idea of it from the artistic light, but no conception of its wonderful color combination, great size, long stem, vigorous growth, rugged constitution, and last, but not least, its freedom of bloom.

The New York Floral Exchange says: "It is one of the best variegated Dahlias they have ever seen, and it took first prize at the New London County Fair, and special diploma for the best new Dahlia shown."

One person in admiring it had this to say about the color: "It is rightly named gold for patriotism, red for the blood of sacrifice and white for peace."

Price ............................................................... $1.00

SPECIAL NOTICE. I wish to warn the public to buy R. O. Fletcher from a reliable grower, as last year one of my competitors cut my price on it and a party bought it and it was not true to name. They got Verna Thompson.

A prize winner again in 1924 at the New York Dahlia Show and a certificate of merit at the Trial Ground of the American Dahlia Society at the Connecticut Agricultural Trial Ground in 1924. The most wonderful variegated Dahlia ever introduced.

QUEEN OF RED. Hybrid Decorative. Another Dahlia of great merit. A very free bloomer of giant blooms, often 10 inches in diameter, of a brilliant crimson, with the reverse lighter. The petals are long and twist at the tips, of course the stems are of the best.

Price ................................................................. $2.00
New Varieties for 1926

AMULET. Boston. Decorative. A new color and difficult to describe. It is not a red or orange. Is near to a distant brown. A new color and a beauty of true exhibition size, on strong stems. One of the best 1925 novelties. Price...$10.00

ARGONAUT. Boston. Decorative. This gold has an apricot center and a suffusion of the same shade. Large deep flowers, of perfect form and stem. A decorative that never shows center. Price..................$4.00

ANTOINETTE. Boston. Hybrid Cactus. Very free blooming Dahlia of a Hybrid Cactus, composed of many narrow rolled recurved petals. The blossoms are almost the shape of a large ball. The color is distinctly a delicate rose pink or pinkish lavender. Very fine. Price..............$4.00

AGNES HAVILAND. Marean. Decorative. Large flower, with a long stiff stem, of a beautiful rose pink slightly suffused with yellow. Price..........................$1.50

BLUE LADY. Seal. Decorative. An extremely large flower, of an unusual shade of bluish lavender, where the blue instead of the pink prevails. The petals shading to white. The fine large blooms are held aloft on long stems. Price ...........................................$3.50

BACIO. Boston. Decorative. This Dahlia is a perpetual bloomer of large well formed flowers of a magenta pink, opening toward the center is the color of this beauty. Price...$3.50

BEAU BRUMMEL. Boston. Decorative. In color a true royal purple, which does not fade in the hottest of weather. The giant blooms stand erect on long stems. Price......$3.50

BLACK CAT. Boston. Decorative. This Dahlia is a very large deep color. Maroon, with a velvety sheen, on strong stems. Price..........................$2.50

BOSTON WHITE. Murphy. Decorative. A big regular formed bloom, of a snow white in color, a very deep and heavy flower. Price..........................$3.00
BIZERTA. Boston. Hybrid Cactus. This beauty is a dainty straw color, illuminated with sunset pink, large and well formed, with wavy petals. The large blooms are held aloft on long stems. One of the best. Price $4.00

CADIZ. Boston. Decorative. Picture a flower, if you can, of reddish orange, shading to chrome yellow at the base of petals, with a reflex of pale gold. Note how the petals twist and curl, a fine bloomer, with the best of stem. Price $4.00

COPPER KING. Marean-Harding. Decorative. I can say without any fear of criticism whatever, when I say it is the finest Dahlia for form, size and color, that has ever been introduced. The giant blooms are held aloft on long, stiff stems; in color a deep rich copper, with a lighter reverse. The petals curls and the reverse shows as much as the face. A prize winner. Price $10.00 net

CITY OF STOCKHOLM. Seal. Decorative. A monster One of the largest Dahlias grown, of a delightful shade of canary yellow. This immense flower is held aloft on a strong stem like a cane. Very fine. Price $5.00

DARK EYE. Boston. Decorative. Flesh pink, with a dark center like an eye. A large, splendid flower, with depth and admirable stem. Price 75c

DON WILLIAMS. Doolittle. Decorative. A seedling from Earl Williams, of a beautiful shade of lavender, with the tips of petals tipped snowy white. A beauty. Price $3.50

EDITH CAVELL. Holland. Decorative. A Dahlia of wonderful coloring, orange, suffused with old gold. The large flowers are held aloft on long stems. Price 75c

ELINOR VANDERVEER. Seal. Decorative. An incomparable Dahlia, of exquisite beauty and great size, having every desirable quality. The large blooms are held aloft on long leafless stems, in color a rich glowing satiny rose pink. The flowers are of great depth. An early bloomer and a fine cut flower. Price $7.50

EMMA MARIE. Maytrot. A favorite Hybrid Cactus, of a clear, rich pink, with a white center. Flowers of seven inches are not uncommon under field culture. The fine blooms are borne on long stems. A flower that everybody loves. Price $7.50.
E. T. BEDFORD. Marean. Decorative. A fine exhibition flower of purple, with a lighter shading giving it the appearance of a silvered purple tone. Price.................$2.00

FAITH GARIBALDI. Garibaldi-Boston. Decorative. This prize winner is a wonder for color, as the giant blooms are of a deep rose color, shading lighter on the outer petals. The blooms are held aloft on strong stems. Certainly a marvelous Dahlia. Price..........................$7.50

FIREFLIGHT. Marean-Harding. Decorative. A beautiful deep yellow at base of petals, with tips bright red. A very large and full decorative, and of course it has good stems. A prize winner. Price ......................$3.00

GEO. C. MEACHEN. Meachen & Sherman. Decorative. A large beautifully formed flower, and so deep and full that it is almost round, of Pinard yellow overlaid with a golden sheen, with reverse noble red. The large blooms are held aloft on strong stems. Price.........................$5.00

HIS MAJESTY. Boston. Decorative. This is another one of those giant decoratives. Of a rich, bright scarlet, borne on long waxy stems. A very free bloomer. Price......$10.00

JESSIE K. PRESCOTT. Boston. Decorative. Here is another new color that we cannot do justice in describing. Imagine a deep orange at the center, shading to a creamy orange on the outer row of petals, with a purple reverse. A very large bloom, on strong stems. Price..............$3.00

JERSEY KING. Waite. Decorative. A fine grower, of exhibition size, in color a rich carmine turning to old rose, being on extra long stems. Price..........................$1.00

JERSEY PRIDE. Waite. Decorative. The largest flowers are of a fine blending of yellow, amber and pink, being carried on stiff stems. Price..........................$2.00

JERSEY JEWEL. Waite. Decorative. Very large, long petaled flower, of a beautiful mellow pink, fine stems, extra for exhibition. Price..........................$7.50

JERSEY RADIANT. Waite. Hybrid Cactus. An exceptionally appropriate name, of true exhibition size, of a most wonderful color of bitter-sweet orange, held aloft on long stiff stem. Price..........................$7.50
KATHERINE. Hodgen. Mulberry color, with a reflex of a silvery white. The odd color combination is new. An extremely large flower, well built on extra good stems. Price ............................................ $2.00

LA GROSSE BETE. Marean-Harding. This wonderful new Dahlia should be in every collection, of a most wonderful color of a deep cerise. A very large and deep flower, borne on extra long stems. Price ............................................ $2.00

LA TOREADOR. Marean-Harding. Another fine Dahlia of a deep bright crimson, which does not burn in the hottest of weather. A very fine cut flower. Price ...................... $1.00

LIBERTY BOND. Bromall. A blending of buff bronze and salmon shades, resulting in a flower of surpassing beauty. The petals of the bloom are long and curly. Extra fine for cutting. Price ............................................ $1.50

LOUISE SURTES. Leonard. Hybrid Cactus. This is a fancy of great merit, of a new color. A pure white, heavily penciled with carmine rose. A very free bloomer of large blooms. On strong stems. Price ............................................ $4.00

MABEL THATCHER. Marean-Harding. Decorative. Truly a most wonderful Dahlia, of a Primrose yellow of true exhibition size. Borne on long wiry stems way above the foliage. Price ............................................ $2.00

MRS. JOHN SCHEEPERS. Marean-Harding. Decorative. Upon opening the flowers are a canary yellow, shading gradually to a beautiful delicate shade of pink. When the flower is fully open it is an extra large flower born on cane-like stems. Price ............................................ $2.00

MRS. JOSEPH T. MAREAN. Marean-Harding. Decorative. Another of those most wonderful colors of old rose and gold, with a golden sheen cast over all. A prize winner. The giant blooms are held aloft on strong stems. Price ............ $2.00

MARION WELLER. Marean-Harding. Decorative. A very fine new Dahlia, of a most wonderful formation of a bright pink, on long stems. Extra fine. Price ............... $7.50

MR. H. C. DRESSELHUYYS. Holland. Decorative. This wonderful new Dahlia has won many prizes. In color it is a beautiful soft pink, overlaid in white. As the flower expands the pink suffuses and blends with the white, making it most lovely. Splendid stems. Price ............................................ $1.00
MRS. ELEANOR MARTIN. Pelicano. Decorative. A new mulberry combination of old rose with a violet reverse and a suffusion of gold. Immense blooms, with long and wavy petals held above the foliage on strong stems. Price $5.00

MARIAN MOORE. Boston. Hybrid Cactus. In color a clear pinkish cerise, with no magenta tone. The reverse of petals a lighter tint. A perfect incurve. Blooms borne on strong stems. Price $4.00

MRS. CHAS. L BRITTEN. M. Sherman. Decorative. This new pink H. S. will grow six and eight-inch blooms, without disbudding. In color the outer petals are pink, shading to white at center, on good stems above the foliage. Price $3.50

NOAH. Boston. Hybrid Cactus. The striking characteristic of the big Hybrid Cactus is its depth. The flowers are nearly ball-shape; but not stiff and coarse in color, perhaps a dusty maroon will better describe it. A very fine flower, on strong stem. Price $3.50

POLAR SNOW. Marean. This new white Dahlia is one of the best whites ever introduced. A very free bloomer, of great size, on strong stems, of a snowy whiteness in color. Price $5.00

ROSE ASH. Boston. Hybrid Cactus. The outside of the petals is tan, heavily overlaid with pink and shaded with chrome yellow. The reverse of petals are a smoky pink, making it a very odd and beautiful flower. The giant blooms are held aloft on strong stems. Extra fine. Price $4.00

SERENADE. Boston. Hybrid Cactus. The color of this new Dahlia is a charming old rose, which shimmers in the sunlight. The pale old rose petals have a reverse of violet. Extra large blooms. Price $3.50

SANHICANS BLUEBIRD. F. & M. Decorative. It is a bloom of gigantic proportion and perfect in form. The color is a most uncommon shade of bright violet blue. The nearest approach to a blue Dahlia. Strong, wiry stem. Price $4.00

SANHICANS RUBY. F. & M. Decorative. In color a deep shade of pigeon blood, a rare shade in a Dahlia. The giant blooms are held aloft on strong stems. Extra fine. Price $2.00
SEMPERVIREN. Boston. Decorative. A very tall and robust grower. Should be given plenty of room in a garden. The flowers are a soft rose pink, with the tips of petals white. This is a great big deep flower. Price $4.00

SAGAMORE. Badetty. Decorative. Another great Dahlia of a rich golden color, of giant size, borne on strong stems way above the foliage. A very free bloomer of extra large blooms and a Dahlia that has come to stay. Price $7.50

SUSAN COE. Decorative. A perfect formed Dahlia carried on stiff wiry stems. The outer petals are a pleasing shade of rose pink passing to a yellow. Center suffused salmon. Price $2.50

THE HARVEST MOON. Marean-Harding. Decorative. This I believe to be the best clear yellow Dahlia ever introduced. A perfect giant in size, borne on long wiry stems way above the foliage. The blooms have great depth and the petals curls and turn in various ways. Price $10.00

THE MERRY WIDOW. Marean-Harding. Decorative. Here is another perfect giant of a Dahlia, which will grow 10-inch flowers without disbudding, on strong, stiff stems, of a deep yellow, with each petal tipped with a deep red. A perfect wonder. Price $1.00

THE GIANTESS. Marean. Decorative. Rightly named. A perfect giant of a rich solid amber, strong plants and stems as stiff as a cane. A perfect exhibition flower. Price $5.00

THE RED PLANET. Marean. Decorative. Very large flowers, carried on long, stiff stems. Petals extra broad, full deep exhibition type. Color, a clear cerise, with a slight suffusion of yellow on edge of petals. Price $2.00

TRENTONIAN. F. & M. Decorative. A giant. A shade that appeals and captivates at one glance. The color is that of an Indian skin, a wonderful blending of old gold, amber and copper bronze. The whole forming a flower of marvelous beauty. The giant blooms are held aloft on stems four feet long, way above the foliage. A Dahlia that should be in every collection of fine Dahlias. Price $7.50

VINELAND. Dahliaadel. Hybrid Decorative. Immense flower, of wonderful beauty, in one of those rich autumn shades of a russet orange suffused apricot. Petals curl and twist, making an artistic flower, borne in profusion on long erect stems. Price $2.00
ZANTE. Boston. Decorative. One of the big fellows which attract all classes of buyers. Another gold but decidedly different, as it is heavily suffused with apricot pink. The center is of the deep shading. The blooms are very deep and large, borne on extra large strong stems. Price............$7.50

General Collection

AMERICANA. Boston. A Dahlia which will always appeal to the lover of beautiful flowers. A lovely color of soft pink, different from any we have. Very large in size, on strong, upright stems. Price..................$2.50

ALANNAH. Tyler. A very unusual Dahlia in formation. Different from any that we have. The medium size blooms are borne on strong stems. In color it is a pale yellow, suffused with rose, giving it a color that is indescribable. Price..............................................$3.00

ALEX WALDIE. Bromall. An immense flower on strong, upright stems. In color a creamy ground, overlaid with salmon pink. Price.................................$1.00

ASCOT. Boston. A blending of odd colors, rusty red, shading to dull gold, of very large size. Price...... ....$1.00

ADMIRAL GLENNON. Tyler. This wonderful Dahlia attracted a great deal of attention the past season, in form and coloring a deep dark garnet, shading to nearly black. Price..............................................$1.00

AMUN RA. Seal. This is a prize winner and a most wonderful Dahlia. The giant blooms are held aloft on stems as stiff as a cane. Of a beautiful sunset. The gorgeous shade of copper, shading to gold and amber, deepening to a rich red in the center. Price.................................$1.50

ANNA MAIER. Boston. A very large Dahlia of a peculiar coloring. A pink red, like old velvet, varying to a soft yellowish red in the center. Price....................$1.00
ARROW OF GOLD. Seal. This most beautiful flower, of a pure gold color, deepening toward the center to a golden apricot. Immense blooms are held above the foliage on strong stems. Price $2.50

AIBONITA. Seal. One of the largest Dahlias. A lovely bright glowing violet pink, shading to a rich golden yellow. The stems are long and graceful, carrying the flower like pink Chinese lanterns above the foliage. Price $1.50

AZALEA. Boston. A very large bloom, formed of many rows long narrow florets. The color is soft creamy yellow, shading to pink on the outer row. Price $0.75

BLACK JACK. Hodgen. This giant Dahlia of almost black in color, is borne aloft on very long stiff stems. The formation is wonderful. Price $3.50

BAZAAR. Boston. A huge Dahlia of pleasing shade of yellow, heavily overlaid with red. The stems are splendid. Price $3.00

BEN WILSON. Murphy. Orange and red, very large and free bloomer. Price $2.00

BILTIMORE. Stillman. A very large Dahlia, of a most beautiful color. Combination the brightest rich carmine and white ever combined in a Dahlia. Price $3.00

BONNIE BRAE. Bromall. One of the nicest Dahlias ever grown, of a very delicate creamy shade to a bluish pink. Price $1.00

BENARES. Boston. A very large Dahlia, of a rich combination of autumn tints. Pale gold, heavily flushed red, and changes to gold as the season advances. Price $2.00

BEAUTY. Boston. A very large Dahlia, of a pinkish lavender in color, shading lighter to a white center. Very beautifully formed, on long stems. Price $3.50

BIJOU. Boston. Very large and beautiful Dahlia, of a clear cream color, borne right on top of stems as stiff as a cane. Price $3.00
BON. Boston. This is the most beautiful Dahlia ever grown, of a deep red color, without a bit of shading. The giant blooms are held aloft on strong stiff stems. Fine for cutting, as it will keep for days. Price..................$2.50

BONITA. Boston. As good as the name signifies. Pale bronze, with golden light. Large deep blossoms, on the best of stems. Price........................................ $2.00

BEATRICE BOSTON. Boston. Amaranth in color, changing to deep mauve. A huge blossom, borne on the best of stems. Price........................................ $2.00

BEATRICE SLOCOMBE. Slocombe. Deep yellow, shaded and streaked with red. A very free bloomer. Price.................................................. $2.00

BEAUTY OF ROSEMONT. Tyler. Rosy pink, with yellow at center. Base of petals a very fine variety. Price.......................................................... 50¢

CAROLYN WINTJEN. Boston. A very beautiful salmon pink, with rose shading. Large flowers, with good stems. Price.................................................. 50¢

CHIEF OF SEATTLE. Tyler. A very nice Dahlia for cut flowers. Medium in size, a very pale color of pink. Price.......................................................... 50¢

CHAMPAGNE. Boston. This is one of the giants, of a beautiful champagne color, borne on strong, upright stems. A perfect Dahlia. Price...........................$3.50

CARMENCITA. Boston. A most wonderful Dahlia, of a rich yellow, striped bright red. Very large. Price ................ $1.00

CONCHITA. Boston. This is another one of Bessie Boston's best introductions. A pale pink with lavender shading. A most wonderful formed flower, on the very best of stems. Price........................................ $3.50

CARMEL. Boston. This is a most wonderful variety, different from anything else in coloring and formation. Color, a delicate shell pink. Another giant. Price.............$2.00

CHALLENGER. Stredwick. A very unusual color, a deep salmon, with a rosy tint at tip of petals. Very fine. Price....................................................35¢
CHALLANG. This is a very pretty Dahlia, of medium size, a rich yellow, about half of petals shading to a heavy garnet. Price.......................... 35c

CHARM. Marean. One of the best, a very large flower on the best of stems, a wonderful coloring of burnt orange, shading to yellow. Price ................................ $2.00

CATHERINE WILCOX. Marean. A very large Dahlia, of a creamy white, with the edge and tips of petals tipped pink. Price........................................ $1.00

CHOCTAW. Marean. A very odd color of a pale mahogany color. The blooms are very large with a quilled petal. Very odd. Price.................. 50c

CARUSO. Stillman. A mammoth Dahlia, of a rich yellow at center, deepening to a rich amber at tips of petals, with reverse of petals bronze. A No. 1 Dahlia, on stems from four to five feet in length. A very attractive Dahlia growing in the garden and also as a cut flower. Price.............................. $3.00

DIXIE. Boston. A very large and beautiful Dahlia, borne on long, strong stems. The coloring is wonderful, something different. A rich salmon, suffused with bronze. Price.......................... 2.00

DR. TIVIS. Pelicano. A magnificent blossom, of a blend of copper, old rose and old gold. Very fine. Price................................. 75c

DREAMLIGHT. Boston. A very large, full flower, of a pale old rose, illuminated with yellow. Medium height and always in bloom. Very large flowers. Price................... $2.50

DOLLY VARDEN. Boston. A real pink, as beautiful as the old Delice. The color is relieved however with a creamy pink center. The formation of the very large blossoms are very attractive. The petals roll in a very attractive manner. Price.......................... $3.00

DAKOTA. Marean. An enormous flower, of a real flame color, borne on strong, stiff stem, a prize winner and a beauty. One of the best. Price............................ $1.00

DR. JOHN FLOOD. Murphy. A very attractive bloom, of giant size, a rich cerise, with a white petal at base of each. Price............................. $1.00
D. M. MOOR. The old stand-by for a dark Dahlia, deep maroon, shading to nearly black. Price.......................... 50c

EL DORADO. Boston. Size, stem and color of this mammoth Dahlia is the best, a rich, golden bloom, which stands up and looks you in the face. Price.......................... $7.50

ENCHANTRESS. Holland. Wonderful in form, rich in color, a rich silvery pink. The form is different from the ordinary Dahlia of the Decorative variety, the petals are long and narrow and very gracefully arranged. Price................. $3.00

EMBASSADOR. Boston. Note the spelling of this Dahlia. Very large blooms, of the deepest shade of red or maroon, on the best of stems. Price.......................... 50c

EARL WILLIAMS. Doolittle. This is a giant fancy Dahlia, on extra long stem, of a brilliant crimson and white. Price.......................... $2.00

EDITH WOOSTER. Boston. The coloring is wonderful in this beautiful Dahlia, a tea rose blend of yellow and red, and the giant bloom is overlaid with a beautiful sunset red. Price......................................... $1.00

ESTELLE LAWTON LINDSAY. Success. This is a giant in size, on long stems as stiff as a cane. The formation is grand, of long, wavy petals, in color a deep black red. Price.......................... $2.00

ELIZA CLARK BULL. Boston. This is one of the best whites ever introduced, a perfect Dahlia, on the best of stems, of the purest white and of the giant in size. A very free bloomer. Price........................................ $7.50

EMPEROR. Marean. Beautiful deep maroon, of the finest type. This is a magnificent Dahlia. Price.......................... $2.00

ELIZABETH SLOCOMBE. Slocombe. A most wonderful variety of a purplish garnet. Of splendid form and of very large size. Price............. $3.00

FRANCIS A. BUTTS. An immense flower on the longest stems of any variety of Dahlia, the coloring is flesh white, shading to lavender at the edge of the petals. Price.......................... 35c
GENERAL CUSTER. Alexander. Blooms are often over nine inches, without disbudding, an interesting combination of yellow, white and coral red. Price.................. 75c

GLADYS L. Stillman. A very large and fine flower, of a light magenta, with the edge of each petal serrated. Price.............................. 50c

GENERAL JOFFRE. Stillman. A very large, clear canary yellow, on good stem, fine for cutting. Price........ 50c

GENERAL HAIG. Stillman. A beautiful shade of peach pink, with a yellowish cast. Price.................... 50c

GENERAL FREEMONT. Vergerson. A very striking and beautiful Dahlia, of a rich purple, evenly tipped white, very loosely formed, which adds to the beauty of the flower. Price........................................... $1.00

GRENADIER. Boston. This is one of Boston's best Dahlias for 1924. The coloring is something different. The petals on one side are purple and the other pale silver. Owing to the construction of the flower it shows both colors. The monster flowers are held aloft on very long stems. Price.......................... $7.50

GOLDEN GLOW. Seal. Very large, on strong stems, is a golden apricot, shaded with amber. Price............ $1.00

GLORIANA. Hodgen. A huge bloom, much in demand for decoration. A pure gold with a slight reddish glow. Price......................................................... $1.00

G. H. CARR. Titus. Deep purple with velvet reflex. A deep full flower. Price................................. 75c

GLORY OF NEW HAVEN. Slocombe. A very large flower on good stems. Is a very rare shade of a soft pinkish mauve. Price.......................... $1.50

HALVELLA. McWhirter. A charming, soft old rose, slightly brighter than salmon. Flowers are deep and full. The stems are excellent. Price............................. $2.00

HERCULES. Marean. Quills of enormous size, stout stems. The color scheme is a symphony of tangerine and deep yellow. The reverse of petals is a deep tangerine. This certainly is a wonder. Price.............................. $2.00
HAZEL VAN ALLEN. Stillman. A full large flower on long stems, of a rich magenta, slightly shading lighter. Price................................. $0.50

INSULINDA. Krist. This is a giant Dahlia, borne on long stems far above the foliage, is a rich orange and bronze. Price........................................ $2.00

J. W. DAVIS. Boston. The coloring is the deepest shade of cerise, shading lighter towards the tips of petals; very large and full. Price............................... $3.00

JOHN ALLEN. Boston. A very large and beautifully formed flower, on long, stiff stems, of a royal purple in color. Price................................................ $1.00

JUNIOR. Seal. A truly wonderful Dahlia, of great size, often 12 inches in diameter. A most wonderful coloring of pure lavender. Price......................... $2.00

JOHN LEWIS CHILDS. Boston. A fancy variegated Dahlia. Deep yellow, streaked with brilliant scarlet and tipped white. Very large, on good stems. Attracted a great deal of attention growing in the field. Price............... $1.00

JANE SELBY. Boston. A very large bloom, on long stems, a pleasing shade of mauve pink. Price............... $1.00

JERSEY BEAUTY. Waite. This is the finest true pink Dahlia ever yet produced, not a shade of lavender, but a clear pink, on stiff stems, three to four feet long. It received the Gold Medal at the American Trial Grounds in 1923. Price................................. $3.50

JUDGE MAREAN. Marean. Here is one of the most wonderful Dahlias ever introduced. Good stems and free bloomer. A perfect wonder in color. The combination of colors almost indescribable, a salmon pink, orange, yellow and pure gold. Price................................. $2.00

JUDGE A. B. PARKER. Marean. A well-known exhibition variety, a beautiful combination of a golden buff color. Price................................................ $1.50

JOHN L. SLOCOMBE. Slocombe. A gorgeous flower of a deep red, suffused with a deep velvety suffusion, the petals are curled and twist in a most wonderful way. Price....... $1.00
JEAN CHARMETT. Charmett. A white color overlaid pink, on long stems. Fine for cutting. Price .............. 35c

KITTIE DUNLAP. Boston. This is not only a great bloomer, but is also extra large, it is borne on stems of great length, it holds itself right up and looks you in the face. A wonderful color of the American Beauty rose. Price .................................................. $2.50

KING OF AUTUMN. Holland. This is one of the most beautiful Dahlias grown, is a rich autumn shade, borne on the best of stems. Fine for bouquets, one of the best. Price ....... $1.00

LE GRAND MANITOU. Charmett. A wonderful Dahlia of lilac, streaked purple, one of the best variegated Dahlias. Price .................................................. 50c

LOTUS. Boston. A great favorite for cutting and decoration. A luminous flame or a lively orange, on long stems. Price .......................................................... $1.00

LADY BETTY. Marean. Creamy white, with the point of petals tipped pink, on long stems, fine. Price ........... $2.00

MAID OF THE MIST. Slocombe. This is a magnificent Dahlia. It has been a prize winner since it was introduced, and it is certainly one of Slocombe's best, and one to be proud of to grow. A most wonderful coloring of lovely deep cream, shading to a beautiful salmon pink on the outer petals, which rolls back to a depth of four inches. The twisted petals with their sharp points are a beauty to behold. A strong grower. Price .................................................. $5.00

MRS. I. DEVER WARNER. Marean. A blossom of soft orchid coloring, which seldom appears in the Dahlia family. Very large blooms, borne on giant stems of three to five feet in length. One of the best. Price .................. $1.50

MEPHISTOPHELES. Marean. Huge flower, of a vivid scarlet, with the point of petals tipped gold, held aloft on strong stems. Price .............................................. $1.50

MRS. W. D. ARCHY RYAN. Boston. A lovely autumn shade. What color is it? It is hard to answer, as some blooms are old gold and more are copper color, an immense bloom. Price .................................................. $2.50
MRS. E. L. LINDSEY. Bromall. Scarlet and gold is the coloring of this giant Dahlia, borne on long stiff stems, and I want to say the formation is something wonderful. Price .................................................................$2.00

MABEL R. TAFT. Boston. A very beautiful Dahlia, of a rich coloring of yellow, shaded with pink, on good stems. Price .................................................................75c

MARY C. BURNS. Boston. This is a sensational wonder, for the coloring of this giant is something different. Outer petals are of red and gold, with the center petals of a rich golden color. Price .................................................................$1.00

MRS. CARL SALBACH. Salbach. This is a mauve pink, shading to white. The flowers are large and borne on stems as stiff as a cane, of great length. Price .................................................................75c

MRS. R. STRANGE. Boston. A very fine Dahlia, of a deep copper, tinted with old rose. Price .................................................................50c

MRS. ETHEL F. T. SMITH. Bromall. Creamy white, shading to lemon at center. This is one of the largest Dahlias grown, producing blooms up to 10 inches without disbudding. Price .................................................................75c

M. H. DEYOUNG. Boston. This wonderful new Dahlia is of pure gold, without scarcely any shading, of immense size, and borne on extra long stems. Price .........................$7.50

MRS. E. C. BOSTON. Boston. A very nice white, of fine formation, on good stems. Price .................................................................$1.00

MADONNA. Ware. Blueish white and very large size on long stems. Price .................................................................50c

MABEL NORMAND. Stillman. Very free bloomer, on long stems, of very large size, canary yellow. Price .................................................................50c

MRS. L. B. LINSLEY. Linsley. A very fine snow white, of fine size for cutting, very free bloomer. Price .................................................................35c

MARJORIE FIELDS. Warren. A very rare and much prized Dahlia, of giant size, borne on very long strong stems, of a most wonderful shade of pink. Price .................................................................$1.00

MRS. WARNER’S FAVORITE. Marean. This is a most wonderful Dahlia, borne on long stems, of great length, a giant bloom, of a very rare shade of pinkish mauve. Price .................................................................$2.00
N. C. 4. Stillman. A very beautiful Dahlia, of very large size, on good stems, of a very rare coloring. It is about equally divided with scarlet and white; the florets are more or less striped with yellow and tipped with cream. Price...$1.00

NOBILIS. Boston. A very large and free bloomer, of very large size, on long stems; the blooms are of white and scarlet, the white predominating. Price ......................... $2.00

OSAM SHUDOW. Boston. The blossom of this Dahlia is more like a great big rose, is borne right at the top of long, stiff stems, of an old rose suffused with lilac, shading yellow. Price ...........................................$2.50

OUR COUNTRY. Stillman. Well, here is something different in the Dahlia. A perfect giant of a Dahlia, on a fair stem, for its immense size. I grew them this season and the past season 34 inches in circumference. The coloring is a rich solid purple, evenly tipped white for about one-half inch, for exhibition. Cannot be beaten. Price......... ..................$7.50

QUEEN MARY. Peacock. A clear, silvery pink. Large flower on long stems. Fine. Price.................................50c

QUEEN MAB. Boston. A very fine new Dahlia, of a pale pink, shading to white at centre, on the best of stems, very large in size. Price...........................................$2.00

QUEEN JOSEPHINE. Seal. A rich royal purple, suffused with white. The blooms stand erect on long stems. Price .............................................$1.50

ROYAL PURPLE. Turner. A rich royal purple, of very large size. Price.............................................35c

REV. E. W. SLOCOMBE. Slocombe. One of the finest of Dahlias, very large, a clear sulphur in color, a very fine make-up of loose petals. Price.............................................$1.00

ROOKWOOD. Boston. If you can find a better Dahlia than Rookwood I would like to see it. If I could only have one Dahlia it would be Rookwood. A wonderful bright cerise rose with a touch of magenta. A most wonderful new shade of pink. The blooms are giants on the best of stems. Price.................................................$4.00

ROSE NELL. Bromall. A clear bright rose in color, another grand sort for garden or exhibition purposes, on very long stems. Price.............................................75c
Raden Kartiner. Dutch. A very nice Dahlia of salmon, shaded with lilac. Price........................................50c

Savoy. Boston. A very large and beautiful Dahlia, of a bright mauve, with a prevailing pink, on fine stems. Price.................................................................$1.50

Serpoulette. Boston. A most wonderful coloring is found in this new Dahlia, a rich deep lavender, where the blue tint prevails. Price.................................................................$3.00

San Mateo. Boston. A monster, a deep yellow, heavily striped scarlet. Price.................................................................$1.50

St. Francis. Boston. This giant Dahlia is a most wonderful shading, of a soft cream in color, with a pinkish glow on the outer petals. A grand keeper. Price.................................................................$3.50

Pahaska. Willimore. This is of immense size, borne on long stems, of a rich color of apricot with a fawn shade, with long and shaggy petals. Price.................................................................$2.50

Princess Pat. McWhirter. This is a giant and a prize winner, of a splendid form of a rich old rose color. Price.................................................................75c

Pride of California. Lohrmann. A very fine Dahlia of a crimson red, on very long stems. Price.................................................................50c

Paul Michael. Michael. This is as near perfect a Dahlia as ever was grown, a rich gold without any shading, on long stems, fine for cutting, a perfect giant, often of 12 inches in diameter, with long wavy petals. Price.................................................................$1.00

Porthos. Wouters. A very light purple, the nearest to blue of any Dahlia I have ever seen. A very lovely and fine variety, on good stems, one that attracts a great deal of attention in the garden. Price.................................................................$1.00

Pioneer. Boston. A rich mahogany red, of a darker shade, of exhibition size, on very long stems. Price..................$2.50

President Wilson. Jones. This is a very attractive Dahlia, of a deep bright crimson, tipped white. The blooms are of exhibition size, and on very long stems. Price.................................................................$2.50 Net
PRIDE OF THE GARDEN. Stillman. Certainly is rightly named, as it is the pride of anybody's garden to have it growing. A massive bloom of a deep yellow, tipped white. Price .................................................. $2.00

PIERRE LE BLOUD. Nonin. Very large and attractive Dahlia, of a deep maroon, petals tipped white. Price...... 50c

PATRICK O'MARA. Vincent. A fine cut flower; variety a pleasing shade of orange buff, on strong stems. Price... .75c

PURITY. Slocombe. A fine white for cutting or exhibition, a very free bloomer, of a loosely built bloom. Price. .35c

PERFECT BEAUTY. Stillman. A bright light scarlet, with tips of petals white, a very striking Dahlia. Price.. $1.00

PRINCESS MARY. Hornsveld. A very fine Dahlia of a clear rich pink. Price................................. 25c

PAUL BONYON. Babcock. A very nice variety for cut flower, as it shows up wonderfully under artificial lights. Autumn tinted salmon pink is the color of this flower. Price............................... .50c

SUSAN G. TIVIS. Boston. This fine exhibition Dahlia is of a most wonderful coloring of a rich deep shade of lilac, a very vigorous grower, of dark bronze foliage. Price... $5.00

SULPHUREA. West. Large clear sulphur yellow, long narrow petals, which are slightly rolled. Price.............. 50c

SNOW DRIFT. Bromall. A perfect giant in size, of a clear snowy white, on good stems. Price................. $1.00

SHUDOW LAVENDER. Boston. This is one of the most wonderful Dahlias grown, silvery lavender, shading to white. The giant blooms are held erect like an umbrella. Price.................................................. $3.00

SISTER THERESA. Mastick. Sulphur white is the coloring of this new Dahlia of very large size and very free blooming. Price.................................................. 50c

STAR OF EAST. Vergerson. A rich orange, tipped white, a very showy Dahlia growing, and fine for cut flower. Price.................................................. 75c
SCARLET GIANT. Stillman. A very large flower of deep fiery scarlet. Price........................................50c

T. A. LEONARD. Boston. Color is a deep cerise, different from any other Dahlia we have in coloring, a perfect Dahlia for exhibition or as a cut flower; a very free bloomer, on the best of stems. Price........................................$3.00

THE GRIZZLY. Burns. This is one of those deep maroon colors that everybody admires, the blooms are of giant size with long wavy petals. Price.................................$1.00

TOMMY ATKINS. Boston. Well, here we have the richest golden scarlet, a color that glistens in the sunshine, an exhibition flower that always attracts attention, a giant in size. Price..............................................$3.00

THE WIZARD OF OZ. Doolittle. Rightly named, a perfect wizard in size and color, the coloring is a rare shade of amber pink with soft salmon shade, borne on stems as stiff as a cane. Price...........................................$5.00

THE ROYAL PEACH. Stillman. This is a wonderful coloring of a deep rich peach color. The blooms are very large, on fine stems. Price.................................................$4.00

THE BASHFUL GIANT. Marean. The largest Dahlia grown, a perfect giant in size. I grew it the past season 34 inches in circumference. The giant blooms are very thick and of a rich shade of apricot, with gold shading. Price....$2.00

TRYPHINNE. Estes. A very lovely flower of giant size, of a rich coloring of a bright shell pink overlaid with a rich golden yellow at center. Price...............................$1.00

THE MILLIONAIRE. Stillman. One of the largest Dahlias grown of a rich lavender with a pinkish overcast. Price..............................75c

VANITY. Boston. Rich coral pink is the coloring of this beauty of a Dahlia, the blooms are very large, on fine stems. Price..............................$1.00

VENUS. Marean. Very lovely shade of soft creamy white, with lavender suffused, very fine. Price........$1.00

W. E. COOPER. Boston. Here is another extra fine Dahlia, of a rich true pink, without any shading, of giant size, borne on fine stiff stems. Price..............................$2.50
WORLD'S BEST WHITE. Murphy. Very large blossom and very deep, ivory white in color, fine for exhibition. Price $3.00

VALETA. Bromall. The coloring of this Dahlia is very difficult to describe, being a blending of salmon, orange and coppery tints. Monster bloom, on long stems. Price $1.00

HYBRID CACTUS

AD. GRAYSON. Stillman. Very beautiful Dahlia, of a rich old rose, shaded with a silvery rose, a wonderful made up flower, very deep. Price $1.00

ADE C. WINGATE. Greinberg. Beautiful rosy pink, with a yellow reverse at center, a very fine variety. Price $1.00

ABBIE E. WILKINS. Boston. Wonderful coloring will be found in this new Dahlia. The petals are rolled of a light flesh pink, with reverse of cerise. Very large. Price $1.00

ATTRACTION. Hornsveld. It is large and beautiful, of a rich lilac rose. Price 75c

BIANCA. Hornsveld. Very large and free Dahlia, of a rich lavender pink. Price 50c

BRIDE’S BOUQUET. Willimore. Very fine white, borne on long stems above the foliage. Price 75c

CIGARETTE. Boston. Wonderful. In stem and in the make-up of this giant Dahlia the blooms never show an open center and roll back to make a ball of a creamy white, edged with orange. Price $2.00

CUB WARD. Stillman. Very pretty Dahlia, of medium carmine tipped yellow. Price 50c

CLAREMONT. Boston. Pale salmon pink, shaded yellow, with long curly petals. Price $1.00

CALIFORNIA ENCHANTRESS. Boston. A monster bloom, of great substance, and a delightful shade of pink. Price $1.00
Here is a great big fellow of a Dahlia, on fine stems, of a vivid orange color. Price $2.50

Here is one of those Dahlias that stands up and looks you right in the face, of very large size and very deep, of a fawn pink, shading to a tan center. Price $5.00

Very large bloom, of a most beautiful color of the American Beauty Rose, shaded with reverse of petals lighter. Price $2.50

One of the best variegated Hybrid Cactus' grown, and attracts a great deal of attention in the garden. Very large blooms of a pink color, suffused with yellow, and splashed and striped with deep crimson. Price $3.50

This is another one of those wonders that never cease. Pale orchid pink, the outer petals are long and shaggy, with white at center. Very large in size, on long stems. Price $7.50

Finely formed flowers, of very large size and very deep, of a rich fuschia purple. The twisted petals adds to the beauty of this Dahlia. Price $2.50

Very fine Dahlia, of a rich orchid pink, on long stiff stems. Price $1.00

Very large in size are the blooms of this Dahlia, with long rolled petals, separated at tips, of an oriental orange color. Price $3.00

An immense vivid orange, with long twisted petals, which shows at the tips a creamy yellow reverse. A gold medal Dahlia, and one of the best 1924 introductions. Price $10.00

Now we come to another beautiful Dahlia of those delicate colors that appeal to every one, a delicate shade of creamy pink. Very large and deep. Price $2.50
ETENDARD De LYON. Rivorie. Very fine Dahlia, of a rich carmine purple. Price.................. 75c

FRANCES LOBDELL. Waite. Prize winner, of great big blossoms, borne on strong, stiff stems of marshmallow pink, shading to a white center. Price.................. $1.00

F. EARL JAMES. Stillman. Very large, of a mottled cerise pink, with a creamy reverse. Price.................. $2.00

F. L. DERRY. Stillman. Very fine Dahlia, of a lovely lavender pink, shading to a lemon yellow at the center. Price................................. 50c

GALATER. Boston. Another gold medal Dahlia of one of those rich shades of soft yellow, shading to suffusion pink on outer petals, very large. Price................................. $5.00

GRISETTE. Boston. It is joy to grow this Dahlia, as it is always full of great big blossoms, on long stems, of an old gold flushed pink. Price................................. $4.00

GLADYS SHERWOOD. Bromall. Perfect giant, of the purest white in color, of long wavy petals. Price................................. $1.00

GOLDEN WEST. Bromall. A most wonderful old gold, very striking, large and fine. Price................................. 50c

GEO. WALTERS. Carter. This is a monster, of lovely coloring. Pinkish salmon, shading to a yellow base. Price................................. 75c

HELEN DURNBAUGH. Bromall. The coloring is a delicate bluish, deepening at the center to a light pink. The blossom is very large and feels like satin. Price................................. 50c

JEAN CHAZOT. Cayeux. Wonderful new Dahlia on long stems, of very large size, a beautiful golden bronze, with just a faint suffusion, nasturtium red. Price................................. $1.00

JENET CROSS. Stillman. Very rich salmon pink is the coloring of this very fine Dahlia, on long stems. Price................................. $1.00

JUSTICE BAILEY. Willimore. Very fine type of Hybrid Cactus, on long stems, of a rich glowing pink. Price................................. 50c
KALIF. Engelhardt. The old stand-bye, a brilliant scarlet of large size, on strong stems. Price........... 50c

KOH-I-NOOR. Boston. Maroon, and at times nearly black, is the coloring of this fine Dahlia, of very large size and very deep, on long stems. Price..............................$5.00

LORNA SLOCOMBE. Slocombe. Very rare Dahlia, of an unusual shade of deep orange, with reverse of petals apricot, one of the best. Price.............................$7.50

LADY HELEN. Stillman. Giant in size, of long, stiff stems, of a beautiful cerise pink, with marking of deeper cerise, with yellow at tips. Price.................................$2.00

LA FAVORITA. Lohrmann. New and distinct coloring, a most brilliant orange, on long, stiff stems. Price........... $1.00

LOLITA VELASCO. Boston. Truly the best white Hybrid Cactus, of giant size, on long stems, of a snowy whiteness. Very fine. Price.................................$3.00

McGREGOR. Tyler. Very wonderful Dahlia in foliage and bloom, a different coloring from anything we have in the Dahlia, a spectrum red, very large in size. Price..............$2.50

MILTON EDWARDS. Boston. New shade, which might be called henna, it is of very odd form, and very large and the stem is good. Price...........................................$1.00

MRS. BASSETT ROBERTSON. Success Dahlia Garden, California. Magnificent Dahlia, of a deep crimson, tipped with white, very large in size, on long stems, a prize winner. Price.....................................................$4.00

MRS. JOHN L. GARDNER. Fisher & Mason. Very striking Dahlia, of a blood red, evenly tipped white, very beautiful, of large size, on long stems. Price...............$3 50

MRS. W. E. ESTES. Estes. Very fine white, on very long, strong stems, of large size. Price.....................$1.00

MRS. EDNA SPENCER. Spencer. Delicate shade of lavender pink, a very large and attractive flower, on long stems. Price.........................................................75c

MT. SHASTER. Stillman. Very large and full flower, of a dainty blending of colors, a light shell pink with a yellow overcast. Price.................................................$1.00
MRS. C. H. BRECK. Peacock. Soft yellow, suffused with yellow. Price........................................35c

MARIPOSA. Boston. Beautiful large flower, of a delightful shade of true pink, shading to a deeper shade at the center. The petals are long and wavy; a prize winner. Price........................................$3.50

OBERON. Boston. As we come to this variety of a new color, of a deep old rose, with a velvet suffusion. Immense in size. Price......................................................$2.50

PRIMA DONNA. Bromall. This is a Dahlia of much beauty, very large blooms, of a cream flushed with a delicate shade of pink. Price.....................................................50c

PAPILLON. Boston. One of the big ones, of a beautiful old rose, with a golden light, on the very best of stems. Price.......................................................$3.00

ROMANY. Boston. Long, closely rolled, petals of a bright geranium scarlet, very large blooms. Price..............................................................$1.00

SUNNY SOUTH. Bromall. A monster, deep clear yellow Dahlia, on the best of stems; fine for exhibition, the best yellow Hybrid Cactus grown. Price............................................$7.50

SISKIYOU. Bromall. This I believe to be the largest Cactus grown, and it is one of the most beautiful ones I have ever seen; in color a pink tinged mauve. Price.............$5.00

THE U. S. A. Stillman. A charming Dahlia, of a deep orange color, of very large size and it has fine stems. Price..........................................................$2.00

THE EAGLE. Burns. Very free bloomer, of large blooms, of a clear sulphur yellow. Price.............................50c

TOM LUNDY. Fenton. In color a bright crimson, one of the largest, on long stems. Price...............................50c

WALKURE. Germany. Giant of a Dahlia, of a sulphur yellow, deepening to gold at center. Price............................50c

YELLOW KING. Hornsveld. Very large yellow, of a charming shade, on good stems. Price........................... .50c
AMERICAN CACTUS

These are Dahlias originated in the United States of America, and mostly have long, narrow and straight petals, of larger size than the English incurved varieties, and have better stems. I will give only the colors, and they all have good stems, fine for cutting, and always attract attention when on exhibition.

AMBASSADOR. Bromall. Giant of a Cactus, of a soft yellow, overlaid pink. Price $2.00

AMBER GLOW. Boston. Beautiful amber in color, very large. Price $1.50

BALLET GIRL. Boston. A flower difficult to describe, an orange, tipped white, and sometimes white, tipped orange, a very fine Dahlia. Price $1.50

BONNIE G. Seal. True pink, paler than Delice, of very fine size. Price $2.00

EMPIRE. Boston. Here is another new color of a Dahlia, a rich raspberry red, very large. Price $4.00

GLADYS BATES. Boston. Immense heavy bloom of a tan with reverse rose color, a very free bloomer. Price $1.50

JUNE. Boston. Very large in size, on long stems of a creamy tan, suffused with pink. Price $1.50

KIKU. Boston. Here is something different in form and shape of anything I have ever seen, more like a Japanese chrysanthemum than a Dahlia. The color is a bright yellow, and a very free bloomer. Price $4.00

REGENT. Boston. A very large Dahlia, of a clear mauve pink, of very large size. Price $1.50
TRUE CACTUS

ALDERMAN. Stredwick. Golden orange with reddish orange at tips of petals. Price ........................................... 50c

ALABASTA. Stredwick. The best white Cactus, very free, on long stems, of very large size. Price ...................................................... $1.00

COUNT OF LONSDALE. Keyns. Salmon pink, the old stand-by. Price ...................................................... 35c

EDITH CARTER. Shoesmith. Very attractive Dahlia, of a rich yellow, suffused with bright carmine. Price ...................................................... 50c

FASCINATION. Stredwick. An exceedingly lovely variety of white at center, deepening to a bright pink, very fine. Price ...................................................... 50c

F. W. FELLOWS. Stredwick. Of huge size are the blooms of this deep rich orange Dahlia. Price ...................................................... 75c

F. L. PATEMAN. Unknown. A good bright yellow on long stems, Price ...................................................... 25c

GRAPHIC. Keyns. A Cactus Dahlia that should be in every collection. Very evenly incurved of a rich purple tipped white. Price ...................................................... 35c

GOLIATH. Kunzman. Very large in size. Color yellow tipped salmon. Price ...................................................... 35c

GENERAL SMITH-DORIEN. Keyns. A bright scarlet of large size, which incurves like a ball. Price ...................................................... 75c

HUGH McNEIL. Stredwick. A very free incurved Cactus Dahlia, on long, stiff stems, of a deep pink. Price ...................................................... 50c

IVORY WHITE. West. Very free bloomer, of a very large bloom, of a pure ivory white. Price ...................................................... 50c

JOHN REDDING. Stredwick. Very fine exhibition Dahlia, very large in size, in color a rich crimson. Price ...................................................... 75c
KENILWORTH. Holland. Very fine incurved Cactus, of a deep amethyst on lower half of petals, balance pure white, very large and free bloomer. Price .................. 75c

LORNA DOONE. Stredwick. A very fine incurved Cactus, of yellow at base of petals, changing to a pink tinted carmine. Price .................................. 35c

LAVANIA. Stredwick. Very beautiful Cactus Dahlia, of a coppery red in color. Price .................................. 50c

MLLE. MARE DOUCET. English. A very fine Cactus Dahlia of a lovely mauve, shading to a white center. Price .................................. 35c

MARGARET BOUCHON. Cayeux. Rose pink, with delicate white center, very large and fine. Price .................................. 50c

MRS. HERBERT BLACKMAN. Stredwick. A perfect Cactus Dahlia, with a stem as stiff as a cane, of a beautiful pink, shading to light blush at center. Price .................................. $1.00

MRS. MARGARET STREDWICK. Stredwick. One of the best Cactus Dahlias ever introduced. A prize winner, of a very fine combination of a bright pink from tips of petals to base. Price .................................. $1.00

MISS STREDWICK. Stredwick. Very fine variety, of large size, a soft yellow at center, shading to a rich pink. Price .................................. 75c

MRS. J. EMBERSON. West. Delicate yellow, white tips speckled red. Price .................................. 35c

MELODY. Stredwick. A very fine Cactus Dahlia of rich yellow, tipped white, incurved nicely. Price .................................. 50c

NERTHUS. Germany G. & K. Very large, of a rich bronze at center, shading to a carmine rose at tips, overlaid with gold. Price .................................. 35c

PIERROT. Stredwick. Deep amber tipped white, a very attractive Dahlia in the show-room or garden, very large. Price .................................. 50c
RICHARD FOX. Stredwick. Very fine incurved Cactus, of a clear lemon yellow, very large. Price ................................................................. 50c

SWEET BRIAR. Stredwick. Very fine incurved pink Cactus. In color like the sweet briar. Price ................................................................. 75c

SOVEREIGNTY. Stredwick. One of the finest lemon Cactus for exhibition. Price ................................................................. 75c

SUSSEX. Stredwick. Very fine exhibition Dahlia, of the incurred Cactus type, of a canary yellow. Price ................................................................. 50c

SILVER HILL PARK. Stredwick. Said to be the finest snowy white Cactus on the market today. Very large and incurred wonderfully. Price ................................................................. $2.00

VICAR OF WASPERTION. Keyns. A very large incurred Cactus Dahlia, of a soft pink, shading to cream at center. Price ................................................................. 75c

VULCAN. Stredwick. A very large deep maroon, and at base of each petal there is a small white petal, which adds to the beauty of the bloom. Price ................................................................. $1.00

Pœony Dahlias—Novelties and Standard Varieties

ALAN A. DALE. Mastick. Very beautiful is the coloring of this new Dahlia. Deep orange, suffused with Brazilian red. Price ................................................................. $1.00

ALAN LOMA. Stillman. Very large, pure white, curly petals at center, that nearly cover the bright yellow disc, very fine. Price ................................................................. 50c

ANNIE SLOCOMBE. Slocombe. Very large in size and of a wonderful coloring, a soft yellow, suffused with bronze. Price ................................................................. $1.00
AMERICAN HERO. Stillman. Most wonderful in coloring, as the petals are of a beautiful shade of light pink, with a streak through each petal, of an old rose color, very beautiful. Price.................................................. 75c

BLOSSOM. Boston. Very fine and large bloom of pure white, with a faint tint of pink, very fluffy and fine. Price.............................................. $1.00

BLUEBIRD. Boston. Exhibition Dahlia, of the largest size of a deep mauve or lilac, on extra long stems. Price.................................................. 1.00


CITY OF PORTLAND. Gill. A fine acquisition to the paeony type; immense, clear yellow blooms, on good stems. Price.............................................. 1.00

CHALLENGER. Stredwick. Very fine Dahlia, base of petals yellow, shading to garnet crimson. Price.................................................. 25c

CARDINAL MERCIER. Stillman. Mammoth Dahlia, of a deep flesh pink, with a slight vein of canary yellow at base and up through each petal. The formation is wonderful. Price.................................................. $2.00

DREAMLIGHT. Boston. Certainly a dream is this beauty, a pale old rose in color, with yellow at base of petals. The petals are long and curly. Price.......................... $2.50

FOREST LOMA. Stillman. Very fine variety, of long wavy petals of deep pink, blotted and streaked with canary yellow. Price.................................................. 50c

GENERAL BELL. Stillman. Very large, pure white, and the formation is very fine. Price.................................................. 75c

GEISHA. Hornsveld. The old stand-by. Wonderful combination of orange and scarlet. Price.................................................. 75c
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W. F. BROWN DAHLIA FARM,
Uncasville, Conn.
GORGEous. Boston. This is the largest paeony flower Dahlia ever produced. Of a deep yellow, overlaid bright red. Price $2.50

G. H. MASTICK. Mastick. Large flower, of a deep blackish maroon, with wavy petals. Price $1.00

H. J. LOVINCH. Hornsveld. White shaded lilac; very large and fine. Price 35c

THOMAS GALVIN. Stillman. The body of this flower is old gold, slightly shaded with pink, a very large flower with long curly petals. Price 50c

VAN DYKE. Holland. Mammoth flower. Salmon rose tinted heliotrope. The most popular of its type. Price 25c

VERNA THOMPSON. Stillman. Very large and full paeony Dahlia, white, heavily overlaid with cerise, with long and curly petals. Price 75c

W. F. BROWN. Stillman. One of the finest paeony-flowered Dahlias, in color yellow, red and deep pink, about evenly divided. Very large and full. Should be in every collection. Price $1.00

IVORY. Mastick. A new form altogether is this wonderful Dahlia. The waxy petals are long and pointed and curl and twist in such a manner as to almost cover the center; in color a clear glistening ivory. Price $5.00

JEAN ANDERSON. Stillman. Salmon buff, slightly shaded with a deep yellow; very large and fine. Price 50c

LOS ANGELES. Stillman. Very free bloomer and immense size, white overlaid cerise, very fine. Price 35c

PEG O' ME HEART. Marean. Very beautiful old rose, with yellow center. Price $1.00

PEACH PERFECTION. Stillman. Deep peach pink, very large in size and very free. Price 50c
RODMAN WANAMAKER. Peacock. Mammoth in size. Wonder for color, a golden bronze with a salmon pink at the center, on long stems, one of the best, words cannot describe it. Price..........................$7.50

SOUTH POLE. Cannell. Pure white, with long, wavy petals. Price..........................35c

SAMOSET. Stillman. Light yellow, slightly shaded with pink; a very full flower, with long, curly petals. Price..........................50c

EVENING STAR. Stillman. Very attractive Dahlia in the garden or as a cut flower, keeps well for days, in color a light fiery red, with base of petals yellow. Price..........................35c

ELIZABETH BOSTON. Boston. The largest and finest paony of its coloring, a deep crimson, shading to old gold at tips. Price..........................$2.50

HYBRID SHOW

AMERICAN BEAUTY. F. F. R. Grand show variety of dark red. Price..........................25c

ANNIE REHORST. Rehorst-Boston. A wonderful Hybrid Show, of deep shade of purple. Price..........................50c

BLACK DIAMOND. Salbach. Wonderful Dahlia, of a deep maroon, a very large Dahlia. Price..........................50c

BETTY BIRD. Seal. Glowing rose pink, deepening at the center, a prize winner and a beauty in the garden. Price..........................$5.00

BONNIE BLUE. Archer. The nearest blue of any Dahlia. Price..........................35c

CUBAN GIANT. S. & H. Crimson maroon, very large. Price..........................25c
GOLD MEDAL. Keyns. Very showy, bright yellow, striped red. Price.......................... 50c

GEORGE W. GERO. Gero. The best pink Show Dahlia in cultivation, a lovely clear rich pink. Price.......................... 35c

GENERAL MILES. Stillman. An enormous flower. Color a deep purple, striped and spotted with light violet. Price.......................... 75c

GENERAL BOOTH. Stillman. Very large blossoms, light purple in color. Price.......................... 50c

GENERAL CUSTER. Alexander. Very large in size, deep cream overlaid salmon. Price.......................... 50c

KING OF SHOW. Deep butter yellow, of a solid color throughout, one of the largest Show Dahlias grown. Price.......................... $2.00

M. CON VARIN. Dark purple, tipped white, very free. Price.......................... 25c

MISS HELEN HOLLIS. Alexander. Giant deep scarlet. Price.......................... 35c

MRS. SAUNDERS. Turner. Clear yellow, tipped pure white, very attractive. Price.......................... 35c

MRS. C. D. ANDERSON. Slocombe. Very large, purplish crimson. Price.......................... 50c

QUEEN ELEANOR. Boston. One of the largest, a blending of light lavender and pink. Very showy. Price.......................... 50c

ROSE. Alexander. Resemblance to a rose in form and color. Of a typical rose shade of pink. Price.......................... 35c

SILVER QUARTERS. Stillman. The greatest Show Dahlia ever introduced. Of a deep lavender in color, of a perfect giant in size. Price.......................... $5.00
SANTA CRUZ. Leedham. Very attractive, deep yellow, tipped pink. Price ........................................ 35

VIVIAN. Comstock. White edge, bright purple, very showy. Price ........................................ 25c

W. W. RAWSON. Rawson. Pure white, overlaid amethyst. Price ........................................ 50c

SHOWS

A. D. LIVONI. S. & H. Beautiful rose pink. Price ........................................ 25c

BRIDE. Alexander. Pink tipped rose, very free. Price ........................................ 25c

DREER'S WHITE. Dreer's. Large quilled, pure white. Price ........................................ 25c

EMILY. Vickes Cat. White tipped lavender. Price ........................................ 25c

FLORENCE TRANTER. Tranter. White edged purple, very pretty. Price ........................................ 35c

GLOBE DE MANTEL. Alexander. Bright scarlet. Price ........................................ 25c

GRAND DUKE ALEXIS. Russian. White, with a soft touch of lavender at tip of petals. Price ........................................ 25c

GOVERNOR GUILD. Sheffield. Very nice clear white. Price ........................................ 25c

MADAME HEINE FURTODA. Furtoda. Clear waxy white. Price ........................................ 25c

MAUD ADAMS. Alexander. Snowy white, overlaid clear delicate pink, one of the best. Price ........................................ 35c

NORMA. Turner. Beautiful buff, very fine. Price ........................................ 25c

ORATOR. Kunzman. Salmon buff, very attractive. Price ........................................ 25c

UNCERTAINTY. Peacock. Shell pink, overlaid with pinkish red, no two blooms alike, thus the name. Price ........................................ 25c

YELLOW DUKE. Clear canary yellow, very large and free. Price ........................................ 25c
POMPON DAHLIAS

AERIAL. Buff, tinted orange. Price..................... 25c

ANNIE DONCASTER. Yellow base, shaded rose at tips. Price................................. 35c

AMBER QUEEN. Deep amber. Price................... 25c

BELL OF SPRINGFIELD. The smallest Dahlia grown, bright red. Price.............................. 35c

BELL OF GEORGIA. Deep orange. Price........... 50c

BACCHUS. Bright scarlet. Price..................... 25c

BOBBY. Rich plum. Price............................... 25c

BARBARA PURVIS. A fine white. Price................ 35c

CATHERINE. Buttercup yellow. Price................. 25c

CHALLENGE. Dark maroon and white. Price...... 25c

DARK EYE. Pale pink, with a deeper pink at center. Price................................. 25c

DARKEST OF ALL. Dark maroon. Price........... 25c

DAISY. Salmon cerise. Price.......................... 50c

EUNICE. Lavender, with white shading. Price... 25c

DEW DROP. White, with lavender tips. Price........ 50c

FAIRY QUEEN. Sulphur yellow, edged pink. Price........................................ 25c

FASHION. Orange. Price................................. 50c

GLOW. Salmon cerise. Price............................ 25c

GRETCHEN HEINE. Blush white, rose tips. Price........................................ 35c

GIRLIE. Rosy mauve. Price............................ 50c

GEORGE IRELAND. Beautiful clear mauve. Price........................................ 50c
GRESHAM WINE. Salmon. Price.................. 35c
HARRY SNOOK. Rosy pink, pale center. Price... 35c
HIGHLAND MARY. Pink and white. Price....... 25c
JOE FETTE. Smallest and daintiest white. Price........ 50c
LASSIE. Deep yellow, tipped rose. Price.......... 50c
LITTLE JENNIE. Pale primrose. Price........... 25c
" BUGLER. Deep cerise. Price.................. 50c
" BESSIE. Snow white. Price.................. 25c
" BEAUTY. Pale mauve. Price.................. 35c
" BELL. Very small lilac. Price................. 35c
" BEESWING. Golden yellow, tipped bright red. Price................. 50c
LAUCHSTERN. Orange, shading to deep orange red. Price........................ 25c
MARY CLIFT. American Beauty in color. Price...... 25c
MACBETH. White, tipped pink. Price............... 75c
MADELINE. Pale primrose, edged with rosy purple. Price........................ 25c
MARGUERITE. Deep lilac. Price.................. 25c
MIDGET. Salmon, edged pink. Price............... 35c
NERISSA. Soft rosy pink. Price.................. 50c
NELLY FRASER. Light ground, tipped rose. Price........................ 25c
NEATNESS. Pale salmon. Price.................. 50c
REGULUS. Rosy purple. Price.................... 50c
SNOW CLOUD. White. Price...................... 25c
SUNSET. Color deep orange. Price............... 50c
TULLA. Wine crimson. Price..................... 25c
TOMMY KEITH. Cardinal red, tipped white. Price........................ 50c
WEE GRACIE. White and lavender. Price........ 50c
VERIDA FLORA. Rich green, same shade as foliage. Price.......................... $1.00
COLLARETTE DAHLIAS

ABBE HUGONARD. Striking purple, with a white collar. Price.......................... 50c

AUTUMN TINTS. Reddish orange in color, with a yellow collar. Price.................... 25c

AMI NONIN. Charming shade of old rose, collar lighter. Price............................ 50c

AUNT DINAH. Dark crimson, collar lighter tint. Price........................................ 50c

BACCHANTE. Dark red, white collar. Price......................................................... 25c

CANOPUS. Pale yellow, white collar. Price .......................................................... 25c

CORMORANT. Crimson maroon, with collar primrose and carmine. Price.................. 25c

COL. EDWARD DRURY. Salmon tan, with a yellow collar. Price............................. 25c

CREAM CUP. Large, creamy white, white collar. Price........................................... 50c

GARLAND. Scarlet, white collar. Price................................................................. 25c

GREEN PORT. Yellow, with a yellow collar. Price................................................. 25c

GRANT DE LYON. An enormous flower, velvety maroon, with a long white collar. Price $1.00

HERALD. Rosy pink, white collar. Price............................................................... 25c

JOHN BULL. Deep red, white collar. Price............................................................ 25c

LANDMARK. Scarlet, banded with yellow, yellow collar. Price................................. 25c

LEO. Brilliant scarlet, yellow collar. Price......................................................... 25c

LOUIE BLACKMAN. Magenta, white collar, very fine. Price..................................... 25c

M. M. Rosy pink, white collar. Price................................................................. 25c

NIGHTINGALE. Reddish orange, yellow collar. Price.............................................. 25c

SAN MATEO STAR. The largest Collarette. Cerise petals, edge white and a white collar. Price................................. $1.00

SWALLOW. Pure white, with white collar. Price.................................................... 25c
SOUVENIRE Dr. CHABANNE. Bright yellow, flushed crimson, yellow collar. Price.......................... 25c

SOUV BEL ACCUEIL. Orange red, with a yellow collar. Price........................................... 50c

WM. WELCH. Lemon yellow, with collar of same color. Price........................................... 50c

SINGLE DAHLIAS

JENNIE R. A beautiful crimson and white, very fine. Price........................................... 25c

NEWPORT TRIUMPH. Cerise, very large and fine. Price........................................... 25c

POINSETTIA. The same shape and the same shade of red as the Christmas poinsettia. Very striking. Price... 25c

WHITE LADY. Very large, pure white. Price..... 50c

ENGLISH SINGLE DAHLIAS

These miniature Dahlias are indescribably beautiful, and have remarkable color combinations. A new variety from England. Be sure and try a few and you will have cut flowers all summer.

BETTY. Lovely shade of rose lilac, with dark center of crimson. Price........................................... 50c

FUGI SAN. Bronzy yellow, with crimson ring. Price........................................... 50c

PRINCESS OF WALES. Soft pink, very pretty and dainty. Price........................................... 50c

SAMBO. Dark crimson. One of the choicest. Price........................................... 50c

STROMBOLL. Dark maroon, tipped white. Price... 50c

SNOW DROP. Pure white. Price........................................... 50c

UNION JACK. White, striped with bright red, very pretty and striking. Price........................................... 50c